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HARDIN FROMSOMALIA

mtrcduction
‘menty years ago this year, the biologist
Garrett Hardin wrote a now
famous paper which has strongly
influenced
atteqts
to understand
human use of the environrent.
He popularized the ~sonent phrase ‘the
trageay of the cmmns’ in arguing that though society is composed of
rational individuals
attempting to maximize their own best gcod, this
rationality
is individual
and fundamentally at the expense Of other
individuals.
Nowadays, it is often forgotten that Hardin was prompted to write
not
by the misuse of cormmn lands, but by population growth rates. In
1968, the year in which Hardin’s article
appeared, hrlich
had just
published his apocalyptic book, The Population
Borrb, and the rapid
natural
increase of populations
in Latin Aoerica and Asia was
terrifying
the world. It was the seeming rrmd irratiundlity
of this
increase which prompted Hardin to write with such passion and despair
of the commons. Yet in fact by 1975 rates had slowed significantly
in
both these areas, far faster
than demqraphers had expected. We have
learned since then that rapid population
increase is usually the
result of declining death rates not of scaring 9
rates,
and that,
though there is inevitably
a timelag,
the pattenrof
falling
death
rates is as inevitably
followed by a rational decline in birth rates.
Hardin’s
work on population
has
Ironically,
though, the illustratica
leading to rass irrationality
maximising his cattle on canrmnally
other herders - still
continues to
and s@L?J scientists
concerned
resources, and to rrake them fearful

thus long ago been supxseded.
he used of individual
rationality
that of the individual
herder
owned grazing at the expense of
shape the thinking of some natural
with best human use of natural
of comrmnal resource management.

It is time that the weaknesses of his argument for this
branch
of
knowledge wre also mxe widely understood. In fact, Hardin overlooked
exchange relationships,
where the best for the individual
is deemed by
that individual
to depend upon the forbearance of others towards him

in return for his towards them. Such situations
rest commnly OCCUL
where group me&eCship is an irrportant political,
economic or defence
asset. Groups in turn may then selfishly
pursue their
gmls against
other groups or treaty with then, as their interests dictate.
Academics who do dryland or pastoral research ace familiar with the
reality
of the commons, and there ae more published
examples than
there used to be of the way in which groups of individuals
may
successfully
and jointly
manage commonly owned lands wee long periods
Of time
(I).
But it
is still
too readily
assumed by field
successful
that
there
is and perhaps
cam be no
practitioners
management of lands held in connon. We argue here for the opposite
proposition,
that the real tragedy co,‘es when the comryns are thrown
open and unrestricted
exploitation
allowed.

The day Region of Southern

-3Somalia

This paper reports on work undertaken in the Say Region of southern
Sonmlia between January end April
1988, during which it became clear
that the assertion
end denial of camx?n property rights to bushlend
were at the heart of the energy issues which were the original
field
of study (21. It also describes
the early stages of research aimed et
returning
common property rights to rural people who have lost them,
and thereby ensuring the survival
of resources which would otherwise
be lost as well.
Bay Region is an area of Southern Somalia lying 300 km inland from
Mcgadishu. It is a region of slightly
higher rainfall
than the rest of
Somalia (averaging 500~6OOmm)and consequently its best watered areas
Somalia's main rainfed agriculture
zone.
constitute
Say Region's inhabitants
are egro-plstoralists.
~11 households grow
sorghum in years when rainfall
allavs it - indeed achieving creditable
surpluses for storage or sale in gcod years - end keep som? livestock.
Cattle
and goats are the main animals kept, and household increasingly
invest in camels as the household head grows older and has rare
capital
to invest,
and more labour available
in the form of older
children big enough to herd camels away tram home. Though the nurrbers
of anirrals per household are lower in Bay than in other nnre fully
pastoral parts of Somalia, the pOpllation density is such in this area
that
the region exports mxe livestock,as
well es mzre sorghum, than
any other region of Somalia.
As Diagram 1 indicates,
Say Region people survive
by the complementarity of the low risk trees-and-livestock
component of their economy
practised
on the region's poorer sandy soils, and high risk sorghum
cropping on the clay ('bay') soils after which the region is named.
The extreme unpredictability
of the rains
reans that crop-failure
years are frequent,
and aCEAs
represent
the capital
with which
sorghum can be bought if necessary.
In good years sorghum can be
stored in underground pits
against
bardship
end future household
comnitmznts
such as weddings or funerals,
or reinvested
in the
purchase of livestock.
sorghum stalks
ace stored as emergency fodder
for cattle, who are the poorest
foragers
in the bush of the animals
kept, but the best suppliers of milk close to the farm. It cennot be
too strongly stressed that anirrals, and the tree-browse on which they
feed, constitute
the essential
underpinning
of the whole econq Of
this
region.
Furtherrare,
mzst of what goes on economically in Bay
Region is outside the cash sector, and villagers
mostly have to grow,
gather or rrake what they need.
The Say Region end the charcoal

trade to Mcgadishu

because of the region's
slightly
higher
rainfall,
and the fact that
its capital,
Said&% is only three hours away on a tarwc
rOad from
Mogadishu, it is also the chief supplier of charcoal for the Mcqadishu
market, which consumes at least 300 tonnes of charcoal a day. Charcoal
prcduction and transportation
is organised by a single
cooperative
which transferred
its headquarters
to Saidoa when wmdlend resources
nearer to Mogadishu became too depleted for further exploitation.
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As a result of anxieties first expressed two or three years ago about
the ntir
of trees suitable
for charcoal
still
available
in Bay
region, and offtake rates, an ODA-funded forest inventory project has
been underway in the region for the last two years. Towards the end of
that period,
CaTplementary data bsgan to be collected
aimed at
discovering the conpzting needs for trees of the inhabitants
of Bay
Region themselves.
The res"lts

of fieldwork

anang the people of day Region

We were quickly to discover that
there is intense conflict
over trees
in the region, especially
on the clay plains in the north-west where
the best soils and the best rainfall
of the region have concentrated
both farmers and the preferred
charcml
species.
Lccal people are
heavily
dependent upon trees,
not only for the sustinence of their
aniwls but also for housing rraterials
and a wide range of other
yig;;s
of which the nast important are bark-rope, agricultural
imp
, domstic
furnishings
and utensils,
and milk and water
containers.
Villagers
were especially worried at the steady disappearance of many
of the trees of a girth and durability
suitable for house centre-poles
and ridge-poles:
Acacia bussei, Acacia senegal, Acacia tortilis
and
Txminalia
spp. They were also concerned to see that as the flattened
40-gallon oil-drums which used to be Used in the preparing of charcoal
kilns became harder to obtain, charcoal workers were beginning to
substitute
non-charcoal making species for them before the final earth
packing.
In this way inportant fodder species such as Gretia spp.,
Cordia spp., and Cwwiphora spp. were heginning to disappear into the
kilns as well, along with species usually selected
for the lath walls
of huts. Many of these species are further
used in the making of
water- and milk-containers,
and other domestic and farming equipment.
Land tenure
But the problems as presented to us by the people of Bay are as much
about communal land-rights
as they are about particular
trees growing
0" that land.
As has happened in many other countries, and in a closely parallel
way
in the Sudan. what used to be a triple
land-rights
classification
system has been collapsed into a dual one. Among Bay Region people in
the past, land used to be classified
under traditional
custonwy
arrangements as private farnrland:
as ccmunal clan 01 village land;
01 as remte 0~" access land.
In both these countries
the gover-nt,
in an overhasty attempt to
create a Kdern nation-state
out of a cluster
of clan and tribal
groupings, abolished
the clan as a political
entity
and with it
conmunal clan land-rights.
Thereafter,
comrmnal land was 1-d
in
with open access land as State Land, and only the sanctity of private
farmland was upheld. The right to manage cornnun. lands was withdrawn
- and thus all previous atte@s
at management came to an end.

-5Land tenure : the view of cay Region villagers
The elders of one Bay Region village described the
cornnon Property rights in the followinq terms:

end of

customary

‘All the problems started after the soolali flag came. We used
to lwk after our trees1 All grazing belonged to one settlement or another and we had our own qrazinq reserves. Only our
own people were allowed in. The British
allowed boundaries
between different
groups, and people owned their grazing
reserves and fought for them. That is why, when the republic
cam, it cancelled all
the grazing
reserves:
to stop the
fighting.
In the old days we would kill
people who cane and grazed in
our area without
permission. For those just passing through
there was a corridor area.
Scmmne would corn and request
passage rights, and they would be allowed through. Ba they
had to keep moving, more or less. They could not settle.
Everyone knew everyone else fcom the area by sight,
so
strangers were easy to identify.
The villagers
of another village in the region wrote to the gwernmznt
two or three years ago, land gave us a translated
copy of the letter
they had written)
expressing their confusion and outrage at a world
without bounded cormnunal land-rights
in which complete strangers fmm
other

village,

of Somalia could now cut ‘their’
and turn them into charcoal without

parts

‘..of course we are sure if there
been no animals that we could have
profit and managemat of this %cdy
few people care1ess1y...wa
ask
questions as follows:

trees close to
let or hindrance,:

their

were no forest, there had
seen....After
knowing the
land that is destroyed by
the Government again 5

1. If there are animals in a certain family, can
anytrAy go and mllezt
them without
having
any
aweement?
2: Is there anything
in this wrld
that has no
boundary? Between two nations,
two provinces, two
districts,
two divisions,
two
laations,
two
the
gardens . . ..where does the boundary of destroying
woody land end?
3. In this world there
are very many projects.
EV~ZV
one has a starting and an end. Where does this project
end?
4.They are finishing
this country. To where will thev
migrate? And when?
5. These PwPle who are workiw as if the land is not
theirs
- why do they have n-ore right
than the
people....who
were feeding on this forest?

-6P&h these texts make it clear
that lands were managed differently
in
the past: and the second Stresses the inpoetance of the continUitY of
the wxdland
for thoSe who feed their
animals and indirectly
themselves from it, in contraSt
to the destructiveness
of 'those who
are working aS if the land is not theirs'.
Even allowing for the
circumstances in which these statements
were mxde, there is no
mistaking the fact that,
once, the Bay Region woodlands were carved
into
area*
owned by local people.
Both doculcents stres.5 the
destruction of boundaries, and the second expresses puzzlement that
careless
strangers
should have stronger
rights
than thoSe whose
livelihood
depends on the woodland.
of land-law
operate in the Bay Region in an
Today, two levels
unsynchronised way. day people still
behave to one another,
on the
whole, Ss if the old unwritten
custo~ry
code of law Still Stands except that killing
is now very rare. Reciprocal grazing oxurs ky
request, and neighbouring villages are supposed to, ask each other s
permission before cutting polewad
in the other S terrain.
There is
every incentive to keep reciprocal grazing going, because rainfall
iS
often patchy and generosity to a neighhour this year will
ensure
access for one's own livestock next year.
Land tenure

: the national

level

viewpoint

However, the people of the region are highly
aware that the State
takes no notice of the customxy land rights they accord one another:
especially as evidenced by the behaviour of the Charcoal Cwp. COW
menbers, who are from other parts of Somalia originally,
have been
able to cut trees in day only because of the form31 abolition
Of
earlier clan-based customary land-rights.
in conflict
With villagers,
coop
I< is thus not surprising
that,
embers and their
cxaps of WOrkerS stress the national level, the
capital,
literacy
and tiernity
and deny, by So doing, the local
and
the traditional.
The intimidation
and insults used against protesting
villagers
by charccal employees are instructive:
?ou are an illiterate
and unimportant wan, you cannot talk to
US.'
'We have written
permission
for what we do - you have
nothing'.
'If you threaten us we will have you arrested
and taken to
Mogadishu'.
-we can use this
land whether it is yours or not:the
Government says so'.
Village elders told us wrathfully
of the governKent's failure to rrake
the charcoal burners obey the rules laid dcwn for them - which spec!fY
only two tree Species which may be cut for charcoal, light harvesting
of trees before Koving elsewhere, and charc0e.l camp siting
away from
villages.
Not only was the governmat's
inability
to patrol the area
noted, but elders had diScovered that journeys to Baidoa to conplain,
or attempt to bring an official
back with them to inspect bad practice
were rarely fruitful.
It was clear that officials
in Baidoa were
hesitant to offend Mcgadishu - and Mogadishu was reluctant to have
much interruption
to its charcoal supply.

Strengthening
The villagers
now needed.

-7Corn~n Property Rights - the Villagers'
we interviewed

had plenty

of suggestions

Solution
as to what was

Firstly
they wanted to see restored the right to reserve pOrtions
of
woodland for the use of particular
groups. In some areas, individual
villages
wanted reserves;
in others, where an important local elder
corwmnded the loyalty of several villages,
a shared reserve for the
group was preferred. Wnile there has not been time eo far to plan out
reserves
in detail
with villagers,
two separate needs emerged which
denmnded two separate approaches to the idea of reserves.
0

Villagers
said that the most acute need which such a reserve
would met would be trees for good-sized house poles. Browse
was less
of a problem
except at the very end of the dry
season, when a pole reserve near the village might offer
SOTE
fodder for village-based
animals. A pole reserve should be the
exclusive property of the village
who spent time protecting
it, villagers
felt.

0

A.5 far es grazing reserves were concerned, villages did not
went exclusive reserves because the scattered
oeture of the
region's rainfall
makes it politic
to offer reciprocal
grazing
to others and thus have rights
to it in return. Grazing
reserves would be owned, however, and though they might be
shared wither
groups in times of need, there should be no
access to them for charcoal burners.

0

Since the agricultural
Villages
of the north-west Bay region
clay plains
are clustered on their farm-lands, and these in
turn are enclosed within an outer ellipse
of bushland and
woodland, villagers
visualize
a contiguous
area of bush, on
the
edge of farmland,
from which charcoal
cutters
are
completely banned and which they divide
village
by village
among themselves. Charcoal burning should take place in open
access land well away from settled agricultural
areas end
adjacent communally owned woodland. Villagers
suggested S-15
km away.

Secondly, while the driving
force behind villager
enthusiasm for
woodland menagemew is obviously stronger rights to defend trees for
their own purposes, it was clear to them that remmtered
managemat
practises for grazing would be insufficiently
stringent
to deal with
non-reciprocal
arrangemats over poles. poles were not in short supply
twenty years ago, after all. village chiefs 01 cotittees
would have
to manage the resources of the village
in such a way that self
restraint
would be coupled with mxhanisms for giving permission to
cut poles,
the nnnitoring
of the woodland, and the protection of
seedlings against browsing.

-a-

In seeking for evidence of existing management practices
of possible
relevance
for pole reserves,
we found that some chiefs ailready
monitor the cutting
of poles for sorghum pit-props,
end try to
discourage villagers
from thoughtless hacking of gwd pole-trees
for
goat fodder. A few have planted
Euphorbia or Convniphora hedgerows
along roadsides or fields, and have encouraged others to do likewise.
Thirdly,
several village groups peoposed that they be given the legal
right (i.e. the weieten right1 to watch the charcoal burners and make
sure that only trees of the right species and ages are cut. In present
day Sorralia, where written
documents are used for land registration
end charcoal permits - that is, in negotiations
with the State rather
than with one another over land-use - villagers
are aware that
tangible government dccuwntation
is required
if they are to hold the
charcoal
burners to the rules perfectly
well known to both sides.
Meanwhile, bows and arrows have been used successfullv
by villagers
in
the defence of trees near their village,
and there have been one or
thn armed confrontations.
A sheikh explained to us that it has always been customary to use a
sett1ement.s
young men es local police and that he would send them to
guard the woodland if the right to do so were established.
several
other groups of village
elders had suggestions
for involving covillagers
in guarding resources, and made the point that such pdice
would we their loyalty to the village,
and would not be bought off
with a sack 01 two of charcoal es some government officials
have been.
Fourthly, villagers
were well aware that the restoration
of the right
to manage local
resources must be cast in a new idiom. In the past,
grazing acws were owned and defended in the name of clans and tribal
sub-sections.
Way, such groupings have no legal basis, ad comma1
land-rights
would have to be ordered on another basis. Villagers
suggested that, since villages and cwps own communal property
- and
are the only institutions
in present-day
Somz.lia that do - com~lnal
lend-rights
should be organised through them.
C-n

Property

Rights and the State

For say Region people,
some strengthening of the right to own and
Control a natural
resource every bit as vital
es fermIand is
pararraunt. Yet arguments on their behalf in the capital needed to be
made carefully.
Rural rights
do not readily
interest
national
government end may in certain circumstances be seen es a threat to the
dominance of the centre.
In this case, rural needs were in direct
ccw2tition
with Mcgadishu's need for charcoal, as well.
Any hope the project teem might have of tiing
it possible
fez rural
c-n
property regirres in 8ay to survive
and thrive, and with them
the environmental health of the region, had to be realistic
about the
pressures on natural resources from outside the region, and make some
proposals for how they might be lightened. The project team were thus
k&n
to present
their findings powerfully in a form which goverment
would find convincing.

~nation.31

-9seminar

It was decided that the team's preliminary
findings
in Say Region
should be presented to a wide audience in Mogadishu before the project
final repoet was written
end an 'mergy Planning Study. seminar was
arranged fez this purpose in April 1988. Appropriate civil SeWentS.
politicians
and others were invited,
along with the radio and
television.
The interviews with groups of villagers
in north-west
Bay Region
villages had made it clear how overwhelming was the concern over tree
losses of the region's
inhabitants,
and yet how depressing their
certainty
that they would never be able to put their caee in Mcgadishu
since regional officials
would not pass their conplaints
on upwards.
It seemed to the teem that they were morally
bound to give the
villagers
a forum et the seminar if they could, despite the fact that
places were limited.
Two actions were taken in an attempt to provide effective
ation et the seminar for all the villagers
interviewed.

represent

0

Firstly,
while fieldwork wee still
in progress, a dot-nt
was
prepared which summrised all
the most widely
expressed
opinions in the village
interviews.
It was read back to
villagers
for their
cormrent and amendrent, and Was then
produced in both English and Somali versions
and distributed
at the seminar Bee Annexe).

0

permission
Secondly,
authorities
to invite
seminar on the grounds
wwdleod management by
inhabitants

had told

collaboration
from
phase of the project

wee obtained
from
the regional
three Pay Region village elders to the
that since the team wee proposing
villagers
on the basis of what Say

them,

it

was vital

the very beginning
had begun.

for

close

villagerteam

- even before the next

The teem presented its m?in findings
which were, in short,
that
charcoal offtake rates in Say Region were unsustainable:
that the
tree-based
economy of the local population was under extreme stress:
that there would be repercussions from this on the national
economy
because of the importance of the region's livestock ercorts; but that
the inhabitants
of the region were eager themselves to manage the
woodlands on a more sustainable basis and the project wes enthusiastic
about working through village management groups in the project's
next
phase. The eldest and mst senior of the Bay Region elders also spoke
the seminar,
to
endorsing the 'Village
Opinions'
dccumznt end
underlining the gravity of the environmental crisis facing Bay Region.
The points from the seminar which roost caught the attention
of the
and which were broadcast and discussed on radio and
audience,
television
for the next three days were that there is now less than
two years' supply of charcoal left in the rain charcoal-producing
area
in Bay Region; that growth rates of charcoal-producing
trees are too
slow to replace thase felled, so that the bushland is king destroyed;

- 10 end that serious hardship was beinrl caused to the people of Say
Region, and their
economy, by the charcoal
trade.
Audience participants
appeared not previously to have been aware of the fact that
the trees of Bay Region could suppxt
the livestock
econwny on a
for a very short tire sustainable basis, or the charcoal industry
but not both. Possible
solution for Mogadishu’s energy needs, though
not relevant to this paper, were naturally
also eagerly discussed (31.
Conclusion
Most descriptions
of commonproperty resource regimes describe pest or
passing systems, either because national laws have undermined them, or
because a technological
change has irretrievably
altered
the way in
which they are exploited.
It is equally rare to come across attempts
to restore
cornon property rights to their original holders, though
the restoration
of Pancheyet Protected Forests to villagers
in Nepal
in 1976, after
twenty yeas
of unsuccessful
nationalisation
of
forests, has been one such.
In the area of Say Region in which m3st charcoal burning is teking
place,
there are only twc National Range Agency offices (Ministry of
Livestock, Forestry and Range) neither of which has transport.
The
officers cannot possibly mxitor
the activities
of charcOal caxps as
they are supposed to, and there is little
or no prospect of more
funding being made available to them to do so. where a country
is as
poor as Somalia, es the villagers
themselves argue (see Annexe), key
natural
resources will
be far more cheaply and far more thoroughly
protected
by cormron property
eesouece managerent than by paid
government officials.
There will certainly
be difficulties
in giving an earlier institution
a new lease of life. The most starkly obvious concerns sanctions for
rule-breakers.
Where, as in the past, rule-breakers
are local people,
pressure on them to conform end to practise self-restraint
when
required can be brought to bear because of the multitude of ties which
bind offender and the resource group he has offended. But Bay Region
villagers
find it impossible
to deal with charcoal burners in this
way, and need recourse to a State My
such es the Police or the
National
Range Agency which
will
support
them Lhc
they inpse
-sanctions on offenders.
Although there is precedent in land-registration
procedures and the
judiciary
for village-level
rights and duties to be part of the wider
state system, the relationship
of village-level
natural resource
managerent to State agencies will have to be given time to develop
and find its most appropriate form.
Nevertheless,
the strongest impression left with the individual
who
inhabitants,
is the
discusses natural
resouces
with Say Region
durability
of the concept of communal ownership of the w&lands
especially when one considers that it has been a concept in exile
for
the last twenty-five
years. The reality of the camrow is tea powerful
to ignore, end every effort
should be nade to use it for renewed
natural resource managemat.
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(11 Sy far the best collection
currently available
is contained in the
'Proceedings
of the Conference on CommonPropegy Resource ManageResource
Manacleiwnt,
me&', edited by the panel on C~mnan Property
S.O.S.T.I.D.,
National
Research Council,
Washington D.C., National
Academy Press, 1986.
(2) The ODA project which began in December 1985 and is due to end in
July 1966 was originally
conceived simply as a woodfuel inventory
of
the charcoal-bearing
species of Ray Region. It was entitled
the mergy
Planning Study, and formed one compnent of the British Forestry
Project, Somalia.
author's
fieldwork for the project took place entirely
during the
first four months of 1988, and was greatly
facilitated
by the
that
the teem and their Somali
longstanding contacts and expertise
technicians had established in Bay Region over the previous two years.
Especially
grateful
thanks are due to the author's interpreter,
Ibrahim A Fearah, who had worked previously as a forestry
technician
with the project and whose knowledge of the area and easy relationship
made quick useful
fieldwork
a
with Bay Region people,
alone
possibility.
The

some discussion of fuel substitution
in Elogadishu also tcok place,
though the team had no especial expertise in the subject. In fact, in
a meeting with the National hergy Cotittee
held immediately
after
the Seminar, it became clear
that there was already far mare concern
about Mogadishu's prodigious
darestic
and conrmercial energy demand
than the team had expected.
Alternative
fuel sources were already
under discussion and the team's findings merely confined fears about
long-term
charcoal
prospects
rather
than having to make headway
against an incredulous reception.
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FARMERS PROBLEMS

We have had many clashes Wifh charcoal burners. They abuse us if we try
to pTOteCt our trees. They ate cutting right “=a* the village
in many
areas - although it is against the law - and they refuse t., leave.
IO oae or two Of the villages.
we sre so desperate that we Wish tie
cauld “we right away from the ares. But there is no-where else to
go, because the same problem is found everywhere else in the region.
4 HERDERS PROBLMS
Herders are angers.3 by the way in which charcoal burners C”f too many
trees in one area, so that fodder for animals begins co be B problem.
Overcutting of fodder species to help pack the kiln ( as barrels zun
short) is also a great worry to US.
The other problem for herders is char the prickly discarded branches
from trees cut for eharcppal block the familiar pathways through the
bush. This makes if diffcult
for us co locate straying animal. at
night,
or to reach them in time when a hyena attacks.
The area has
become a wilderness to us an.3 our animals.
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5

Villager.’

opinions

LACK OF CONTROL OF cuARco&u BURNERS

Bemuse the NIULhave only two officers
in the charcoal-cutting
areas
near US, and because neither office has transporr,
the government cannot
control the charcoal burners. This is why they cut illegal
species, c"t
in illegal
places, and make the kilns in a more and more inefficient
way
as the barrels become hard to obtain.
6

LOCAL MANAGEMENT

For Chat reason, we propose a much stro"ger management role for rum1 people.
I" the past, we had the right and d"Ly to protect wmdland "ear our settle ments., and that is the jab we would be willing
to do again. Village groups
big emugh for the pale needs of each village.
could set aside a tree-reserve,
I" the agriC"lfural
areas, where there are many villages,
these separate
reser"es WO"l.3 fD"Ch one another to form a solid block of woodland.
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